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China and Japan Clash
in Manchurian Crisis
An attack by Japanese troops upon
a Manchurian town has given rise to
a situation of grave importance in the
East: China, angry at the failure of
the League of Nations to control the
situation and incensed at Japan's at-
titude, threatens to go to war; Japan
the attitude that she has
ong; and Manchurian cities
; a step towards freeing
from Chinese rule. The
League of Nations, powerless to bring
the affair to a close, has postponed
action until October 14th, while China
The Peipayting affair, as it is
known, began three weeks ago in
Mukden, Manchuria, with the capture
of the city by Japanese troops. Chi-
nese soldiers offered no resistance to
the attackers, having received no or-
ders from their government which
would allow it. The following day it
was reported that the Japanese army






come to Wellesley on the evening
ol October 21 to give the second con-
ert of the annual Wellesley series.
Dr. Koussevitsky returned from
, that in addition to works of Mo-
zart, Bach, Beethoven and others, the
;stra will give two symphonies by
av Mahler and two by Bruckner
during the coming season, which be-
on October 9. He added that, al-
though the concerts will contain some-
hing of a contemporary nature, the
xperimental stage is definitely past.
or musicians now know who, among
he new composers, have something of
interest to offer.
In speaking of his European trip, in
an interview with the Boston Herald.
Dr. Koussevitsky said that he was dis-
appointed by what he heard and saw
in the music world abroad. Due to an
insufficient number of rehearsals,
traced to lack of financial support,
the concerts lack the finish of those
given by the Boston, New York, and
Philadelphia symphony orchestras.
Also of interest is the famous con-
ductor's opinion that America is more
appreciative of good music than any
other country in the world, but as it
has not as yet produced a distinctive
group of composers it is not en
be called a "musical" nation,
eves that if more distinguished
^Continued on Page 2, Col. 3;
Smith Professor Discusses
Style In Play Production
"Eclecticism reigns in the tt
present." according to Mr. Oliver] ln tne anair were
Larkin. Professor of Art at Smith Col- the Chinese foreign minister an
lege, who lectured Monday afternoon ! the Japanese government. The
at 1:40 in the Art Museum upon Style
in PltHy Production; the End and the
, Means, under the auspices of the De-
partment of Speech.
I "Stylistic tricks do not make style,
although they make a style. It is t»
1 misfortune that those who came after
government issuec
Tokyo claiming that their sold
had acted in self-defense when C
nese soldiers had attacked one of the
stations of the South
railroad. From Nanking Chinese
statesmen demanded a cessation oJ
and the removal of troop;
invaded territory. In Geneva
t 8:00 P. M.,
Thomas will give the







™the\ Second of Year's Readings will
be Held at Billings Hall





Billings Hall, at 4:00 P. M., on Satur-
day, October 10. Mr. Trowbridge will
speak on the International Student
Continued on Page 7, Col. 3)
C. A. Notice
This is Membership Week on Can
pus for the Christian Association. Pn
viously we have had no yearly men
bership drive for upperclassmen. men
ly taking it for granted that yc
wished to remain a member if yc
had registered freshman year. Some
complications and inconvenience;
seemed to arise from this arrange
in the
the change
he name of our organiza
purpose—"to realize a ful
'e life through Lrowm-
the Council of the League of Nations knowledge of God.
held a hasty meeting, setting a pre-
cedent for prompt action which was
decidedly encouraging. Dr. Alfred
Sze, representative for China, and Mr.
Japan, stated respec-
e mistook his tricks for
Mr. Larkin said. Style and
f effect, which bring outer f<
lost vital considerations
roduction, in Professor Lark
bility of variation in stage design by
slides showing the innumerable means
by which a tree, for example, may be
represented. It may be done in the
[birds fairly rustle in the branches;
it may express the mood of the play;
it may be a definite actor in the play,
or it may personify a character. Na-
istic approach to a play were the
I means mentioned by Professor Larkin
I as accepted functions of scenery-
do in his mind's eye before starting
on designing. In recent stage design-
ing, the greatest progress has been the
convergence of all forms of play pro-
I duction. In costuming, for example,
Iwe now try to clothe, not the actor,
but the idea involved," he declared.
"The success of the aim of play pro-
duction lies in the degree to which the
designer can be impressed by a i
and then translate the values i
concrete terms," Professor Larkin
discussed with the members of
play production class of the col
Pact.
.
possible for all people'
follow his principles"—leads









id invoked the Kellogg Peace
The latter laid the affair to
ained relations which have ex-
letween -the Chinese and the
Japanese for some time, the tension
of which would cause minor officials
pon their own responsibility,
the attack was
perpetrated without the consent of the
Department. Paris papers ex-
pressed a lack of confidence in the
ability of the League to settle the
fair.
Fresh fighting followed on Monday
id as the Japanese troops showed no
signs of moving, China formally re-
quested the intervention of the League
under Article XI. She requested the
of reparations and the
taking of steps to prevent further dis-
turbance. The Japanese government
increased its forces in Manchuria,
fearing, so it announced, riots. The
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 3)
There will be on view in the gallery
of the Art Museum from October 16
to November 13 an exhibition of
Sculpture by Hilda Scudder. Miss
Scudder is a graduate of the
chusetts Normal Art School i
studied for four years in Paris under
creed, because the very ideals that
bring us here to college together are
On the other hand, were we to change
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 31
Buel Trowbridge To Speak
On International Groups
stage designing and presentation.
Her '
trait heads are included in the
The Museum is open to the public
on week days from 8:00 A. M. to 5:30
P. M. All are cordially invited to visit
the Museum.
Anted with one of the
outstanding movements in the World
promote international under-
standing. Mr. Buel Trowbridge,
the American Committee
of International Student Service, will
Billings Hall at 4 o'clock on
Saturday, October 10, on International
lent Service. Mr. Trowbridge will
about the origin, purpose, and pre-
program of this movement which
has spread rapidly in University circles
in Europe during the past ten years.
Mr. Trowbridge will also tell his
International Student Service
which was held at Mount Holyoke Col-
lege during the first week in Septem-
Leaders of student thought from
almost every country in Europe at-
tended this conference as well as
prominent educators here. Among
the speakers at this conference i
Dr. Arnold Wolfers, director of the
School of Politics in Berlin, Germany
Dr. S. K. Datta, formerly member o:
the Indian Legislative Assembly and
Member of the Indian Round Table
Conference; Dr. Stanley K. Hornbeck,
Chief of Division of Far Eastern Af-
fairs, TJ. S. Department of State; Dr.
Walter M. Kotsching, General Secre-
tary of International Student Service;
Dr. William Allen Neilson, President
of Smith College; Dr. Mary E. Woolley,
President of Mt. Holyoke College, and
Dr. Henry Noble MacCracken, Presi-
dent of Vassar College.
.able life is perhaps the charac-
; to this conclusion after tramp-
through miles of corridors and
at the conclusion of much walking i
which has perhaps damaged our char-
ing to find the evolution of a room
J
from the pristine days of Washington |
to the experienced sophistry of Tower,
j
In general we concluded that 1
change is not as obvious as might
expected—both freshmen and seni
show preference for cretonne s
India prints—but is traced in m
subtle details of living.
The apples attra
first to food, which is a primary fresh-
wheat thinsies are usually found
flanked by a gummy knife on the win-
dow sill. Cheese in tinfoil, strawberry
jam, and cookies in tins are usually
found in the bookcase. The food
diminishes in successive years but
breaks out again in the senior class in
the form of a box of tea, some lump
sugar and an occas'
the peanut butter—all of
having been found on the top floors
of Tower and Shafer, and the third
floor of Tower.
Freshmen like pastel colore. Cur-
tains run to pale greens and yellow
with a smattering of bright blue anc
very little pink. Cretonnes are gai
and pert. Sophomore year finds then
faded—with traces of inl
and peanut butter clinging to then
reminiscently. One freshman, how
ever, has curtains of dark green show^
ing in clear design the equestrian ad
venture of Paul Revere. These will
by all rules of environment, changf
her into a history major—or perhaps
a polo player.
Juniors are more apt to change
their color schemes than are sopho
mores or seniors. By the beginning
of junior year the star
from the organdie, tl
merged into a pale
India print has begun to pall.
point one notices a change to
colors. Brown bed spreads with orange
curtains and tables. Black and
WRITES TOR NEW YORKER
The second of the Poets' Readings
under the Katharine Lee Bates Fund
will be given by Frances Frost on Oc-
Frances Frost is a young Vermont
Poet, not a Vermonter by adoption, as
distinguished namesake, but by
birth and education as well as present
residence. She was born in St. Al-
bans, went to college at Middlebury
'.lie
Iden for two years undei
of blue and yellow pil-
stage, too, miscellaneous
disappear, the small
d cats, the dolls d:
taffeta giddy gingham.
atmosphere of
self-expression. The impression se
(.Continued on Page 4, Co!. 4
SAVE FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
CLINIC HOURS
8:00-12:30 A.M. 1:00-3:00 P.M. eve
day except SATURDAY,
DAY and HOLIDAYS
SATURDAY 8:00-12:30 A. M
2:00 P.M.
SUNDAY and
Dr. Broyles—Every day during
hours except THURSDAY
Dr. Burns—Every day except Monday
HOSPITAL VISITING HOURS
2:00-4:00 P.M. daily (Sunday excep.
ted) for patients who are permit
There is a student Resident Mail
Box in front vestibule for Incoming
and Outgoing notes.
the Ver-
and now lives in Burlin-i<,n
She began to publish poems while at
Middlebury; her first appearance was
in the Bookman. Since then she has
found welcome in many periodicals.
the New Yorker to the Yale Re-
Her first book, Hemlock Walls,
out in 1929, in the Yale series of
:er poets. Blue Harvest, the
d, was published this spring by
Houghton, Mifflin, who will publish
spring another. These Acres.
This was completed this summer at
e MacDowell Colony, and a fourth
William Rose Benet said of Frances
ost. reviewing Blue Harvest: "The
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 2)
First Meeting Announced
By President Of New Clufc
There seems to have been some
question in the minds of Wellesley
students as to the purpose of the new-
reated International Relations
Club. The club is the legitimate off-
spring of the recently defunct Liberal
an organization which under-
lie study of anything that might
under the conveniently vague
epithet "liberal." The present organi-
zation seeks to limit itself to the cir-
cumscribed field of domestic and in-
ternational economic and political
problems.
Briefly the topics before us this year
are: the world economic crisis, the
disarmament conference to take place
in Geneva in February, the forthcom-
ing elections, and unemployment here
and abroad. There should be scope
for everyone's talents. There are also
such exciting events as the Model
League of Nations Assembly to be
held at Brown this year and the mock
Democratic convention at Mt. Holyoke
tunity to lobby for our candidates,
always providing we are good demo-
crats and care for that sort of thing.
At our first meeting Florence Smith
and Mary Lyman, '32, expert observ-
ors of political happenings, recently
returned from Europe, will give us
their impressions of the recent bank
holiday in Germany, and the rest of
us less fortunate mortals will contrib-
ute our little offerings of information,
whether first hand or gleaned from




he year will consist of in-
ssions led by one or two
have prepared the sub-
nd No technical knowl-
prerequisite to membership,
erest and willingness to join
The first meeting will be held Fri-
day, October 16, at 7:30 at Agora.
Freshmen are cordially Invited to give
us the pleasure of their company and
if you don't know anything . . . Come
in anyway. Mary Lts*u. President.
WELL EISLE Y COLLEGE NEWS
Freshmen, be thankful! At the
University of Denver, in Colorado, the
frosh are forced to wear small
caps, for which they must pay the
nine rigid rules, whicr.
; by. The worst, of c
'•dates" can be taken I
We find our fellow-students at <
colleges receiving education
new fields. The Geology Department
of Hunter College, in New York, offers
a course in the study of Gems, while
at Sacramento Junior College. Cali-
History and Characteristics.
The depression again This time
we find Dr. Walter M. Kotsehwig of
Austria, speaking befo e the Inter-
national at Mt. Hol-
voke, piacing the blame for unemploy-
ment on the colleges. He bases his
claim o their failure to cope with
vital economic problems
Instead of the Universities going to
the dog here we have a dog going
Scotch collie
has attended the Universities of
Chicago. Kansas, and Columbia. His
master. W. B. Duckett, is blind and
Scottie leads him to his daily classes.
home of Mrs. von Klenze, meeting
several of their professors as well as
visiting celebrities. On Monday they
were distributed among German fami-
lies with whom they are to find their
homes during the winter. These fami-
lies have been carefully selected by the
directors with a view to making the
Germany, giving them ai
than classroom
and becoming acquainted with Ger-
man home life as lived in families of
refinement and culture. On Monday
they attended an all-star perform-
ance of Goethe's "Iphigenia" which
was doubly enjoyed because of an in-
formal talk given them on the con-
private instruction is given to each
member for at least an hour. Several
times a week lectures are delivered to
the entire group by various professors
as preliminary training for the lecture
courses to be attended at the Uni-
versity after November 1, The first of
these lectures was delivered on the
home in
j
opening day by the director and dealt
n opportunity ' with the unique individuality of Ger-




Throughout September and October
one entire floor of the Students' Union
is given over to the juniors for class-
room work, office, and study rooms,
which latter contains also a well se-
lected reference library. From Novem-
tent and significance of the drama by !
Professor Anna Jacobsen of Hunter I
College. New York, who is temporarily i
staying in the Dormitory engaged in
|
literary work and who is kindly inter-
esting herself in the Junior Group, i
first the
Students ;
The feelings of seniors might be
hurt by the report issued by the Car-
negie Foundation for the Advance-
ment of Teaching. Read this and
weep, O ye Learned. "The effect of
college on the word supply of the or-
dinary student appears to be almost
negligible and in some cases positively
injurious." Also, "When the student ^
came out of college, his effective
knowledge amounted to little more




IN YEAR AT MUNICH
The German Department has re-
ceived the following
students who are
junior year in Germany. The girls
from Wellesley are Mary Linn Hun-
ter, Grace Obermanns, Louise Reb-
mann, Marjorie Tooker, and Emily
Wetmore.
On August 29th, the first group of
'•Junior Year in Munich" students ar-
rived in Munich, to spend eleven
months in study at the University.
They had come from New York on
the Hapag Steamer Deutschland,
specially arranged for the juniors
and the regular university lectures
which they will attend—will take place
in the University Buildings. The i
Language Drill courses, which will
I
continue throughout the entire year, I
On Tuesday, September 1st, the
j
wni fce given under the auspices of
formal opening of the Munich Junior
J
the Deutsche Akademie and will take '
he place in the Akademie itself, which is
I
;r
- situated in the former Royal Castle. I
re
| Here also will be housed the juniors'
September and October, which
j Library and Study Rooms,
general to that done in
Nancy and Grenoble for the Foreign
Student Contingents in France, was FEELING RUNS HIGH !
held in the Students' Union (Studen- IN EASTERN CLASH 1
To welcome the American
;
d formally open the c
present the following
resentative personages:
For the University of Munich: (In; Soviet press, distinctly in favor of
|
the absence from the city of the Rec-
j
China, held Japan to blame,
tor of the University, Prorector
|
Qn the next day, while the League
!
GeheimratDr.Eichmann, who opened |was actjng China dMlared ^ . f ,
the occasion by a brief speech which
everything else were to fail she would
\
the
l resort to war. Canton, which had been !
in conflict with the Nanking govern-
ment, waived the civil struggle in the
common interest of the country.
Japanese troops were reported to be
|
moving farther southward, toward the
For the Philosophical Faculty of the
j
Great Wall. On September 24th, as
University Geheimrat. Professor For-
1 the League still continued to "act"
ster. Head of the English department,
j
upon the problem, Washington sent
spoke briefly.
j
a message on behalf of peace to Peip-
The Deutsche Akademische Aus- ing and to Tokyo. Japan announced
landsstelle (The German equivalent of
|
the removal of her army, while Rus-
the Institute of International Educa-
j
sia moved her troops to the border in
tion of America) under whose auspices! case there should be occasion to pre-
the Junior Year plan was established,! vent a Japanese invasion.
combined




was represented by its head, Ober-
regierungsrat Dr. Mosbach, who had
come from Berlin to attend the cere-
The Deutsche Akademie which has
established the Language Courses was
to be represented by Dr. Thierfelder,
who was unfortunately prevented by
A distinguished guest from America,
Professor William A. Cooper, Head of
the German Department of Stanford
University, California, brought greet-
ings from home.
Finally, the Director of the Munich
unior Year Plan, Professor Camillo
on Klenze, who introduced the vari-
us speakers, formally pronounced the
sent on from there to Munich, Hi
they were received by the Directors
of the Group, Professor and Mrs. v
Klenze, by Dr. Huber, the
five of Students' Union (
versity (Deutsche Akademische Aus-
I
Junior Ye&r in Munich for 1931-2 in
landsstelle) and by Consul Fischer of | session and briefly outlined the work
the Hamburg-American Line. Of the and the ideals which were to control
twenty students who had registered the vear
'
s activities,
with the Institute of International The Citv of Munich then attested
ilve arrived at the its welcome and hospitality to these
time, three are due November 1st
and five had dropped out due to the
exigencies of the times. The colleges
represented are: Wellesley (5), Vas-
sar (3), Smith (2), Bryn Mawr (1),
Mount Holyoke (1), St. Lawrence,
N. Y. (1), Lehigh University (1), Carle-
ton College, Minnesota (1). Two from
University, two from Smith,
from Vassar were obliged to
rarily lodged in the new and charm-
ing Women's Dormitory recently built
in large part through American gifts.
The Vassar, Wellesley, and Mount
Holyoke contingents were lodged in
the rooms given by their colleges and
thus felt doubly at home. But all
were delighted with the modern equip-
ment and hospitable spirit which
marks this Dormitory. The first eve-
ning was spent at a Musical Comedy
in which South German songs and
folk dances predominated. On Sunday
their instructors
inviting them
as well as the
1
of the American
Consulate-General, to a luncheon in
the City Hall. Members of the City
Council honored the juniors by then-
presence and the Mayor of the City,
Honorable Dr. Scharnagl. presided and
extended to the visitors from abroad
a hearty welcome from the City of
Munich.
After the luncheon, the Hamburg
American Line through its Munich
representative. Consul Fischer, treated
the juniors and the guests of honor to
an auto ride through the city and its
environs, thus making them acquaint-
ed with historic and picturesque points
of interest.
On Wednesday, September 2nd, work
began in earnest. From nine till one
lrom Monday to Friday, classes in
Phonetics, Grammar, Composition,
and Literature are conducted, each of
Japan held the stage on September
25th, with an offer to treat with China.
She denied seeking territory from
China and insisted that her troops were
within the prescribed limits, putting
the blame for the attack upon wanton
Chinese warfare. In Geneva the
League, welcoming the aid from the
United States, practically confessed
itself beaten as the Japanese repre-
sentative, insisting that he had no in-
|
structions from his country, held out
j
for direct negotiations between Japan
|
and China. The following day a for-
mal announcement of the desire on
'
the part of Japan for direct negotia-
|
tions was made in the Council meet-
|
ing, causing considerable comment, i
Dr. Sze, in an impassioned speech,
said that China had placed her faith
in the League and non-resistance, anc
repudiated the idea of direct nego-
be
possible until all Japanese i
tney attended service m German which is attended by
churches of their various denomina- The group is subdivide
tions, strolled through the famous contingents according t
English Park and had supper at the previous training. In
Miidmi
The League agreed
with Japan, trusting its assertion that
its troops had been recalled. To the
minority of observers this League ac-
tion represents a victory, inasmuch as
the troops have been withdrawn. The
majority, however, believed that Japan
has successfully ignored the United
States and defied the League.
Since then Manchuria has made its
bid for independence, upon which
Japan will r
charges Japan with the
the revolt. The League
further action until October 14th and
China, incensed by all that has hap-
pened, prepares more men for its army
as the war spirit spreads over the
SYMPHONY CONCERT
European authorities on




WANTED—A college girl that
would like to make a little extra
money. Box X, Wellesley Col.
POSTAL TELEGRAPH lege News .
2Tf)e $Uue ZDragon
CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
I. M. to 7:30 P. M. Sunday, 5:30 to 7:30 P.
Tel. Wellesley 1089
COCK O' THE WALK
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO
ROAM ABOUT AT YOUR WILL
Come often and make
"Dropping in" a habit—
For new things will be constantly arriv-
ing from the World's Finest Gift Marts
16 CHURCH STREET TEL. WEL. 0425
Wellesley Shop
Sale BECAUSE we've closed our Hyannis and
Magnolia summer shops --and are sending Fall
merchandise to our Wellesley Shop - - to YOU
!
20 % reduction on
168 FALL dresses
36 FALL coats
You deduct 20% from the price on the ticket
Every dress—every coat—new this fall! EVENING
dresses—satins and velvets. WOOLS—the new sheer-
wools, tailored or dressier. VELVETS and CANTONS
in street or afternoon dresses. Cloth COATS, furred
with mink, Kolinsky, badger, lynx. Not every dress,
every coat in every size, of course—but sizes 14 to 42
are included in all general types in this sale.
and
all silk, full-fashioned STOCKINGS—Fre
heels, cradle soles. Fall colors
—
88c
HATS for the campus—felts with sporty &.-I




PERRY was coming down the
from Mary Hemenway the
day, indulging in a slight depression
over what appeared to him that
ernoon to be the universally h
drum and routine process of life
small object lying in his path shone
in the sun, and sent a gleam of light
to pierce the black gloom of Perry's
heart. For surely this was evidence of
some break in the monotony of exist-
ence—unless WeUesley girls have tak-
en to dropping copper paper-weights
matter-of-fact way. He hurried his
in the hope of catching up with
aser, and came upon a singular
procession. Five girls marched in sin-
ile, their arms piled high with
evening coats and tennis racquets,
Empress Eugenie hats and goldfish
,
cushions and toilet articles, pic-
frames and underclothing. It
tentative company which now
migrates almost daily from dorm to
had received orders to transfer
Beebe to a Severance guest-room.
When Perry surveyed the array he de-
cided that he had been fortunate in
tiing across so impersonal and ob-
t as a paper-weight.
rpHE present freshman class may be
1 traditionally green, but it must
nly be given credit for foresight
and practicality. Perry was inspect-
ing village dormitories, in a detached
of way. the night of Barn Recep-
tion. In the hall of one house stood
several smartly attired members of
class of 1935. From waved hair to
high-heeled slippers they were clad
impeccable evening attire. Perry
is much impressed. Then suddenly,
der cover of a velvet coat, he spied
pair of common, ordinary, garden-
variety gym sneakers. His amazed
eye ascertained that the same incon-
gruous burden hid beneath each wrap.
"And why the sneaks?" he inquired.
The freshmen looked at him a little
jfiantly, then one answered.
"Well, we've got to walk home,
Perry wonders if they'll stock up
with rubbers for the sophomores in
it starts to rain during the sere-
; could. Perry appreciates that
were emergency measures, but
siness sense—in the process of
eing sharpened by Economics 101—
d that this highly inferior sub-
stitute should at least reduce the
price to eight, if not to seven, cents.
No wonder the depression goes on,
when Big Business continues to strip
jffihe pockets of the helpless public by
unreasonable and exorbitant prices
stable products.
ite lower third of his spine, i
last row of a class one day last i
con; id. Tine with concentrated ii
Belf. Just when hope seemed lost,
Ehere was a fumbling at the door,
which swung open to disclose the wan
but dramatically pathetic figure of a
girl on crutches, her left foot
swathed in layers of bandage. The
teacher sprang forward with all soli-
citude, and helped the invalid in, ply-
ing her with questions as to the cause
of her plight. All that was forthcom-
ing was the fact that the girl had
PERRY, secure in his spacious cam-
pus room, was brought to realize
poignantly, the other day, what it is
He entered the room of a freshman
friend of his, finding it, at first
glance, to be empty. Then he caught
mg figure, disputing a seven-inch
patch of sunlight with a bureau leg.
"Leonora!" he expostulated. (Leo-
nora is a favorite appellation of
Perry's,) "Leonora, what in Heaven's




rate, the break served Perry's purpose
—the professional gaze settled on the
other end of the row, and the Pere-
doing this for three-quar-
ters of an hour," she explained piti-




'27 Lillian Rosenberg to Mr. Cole-
man Silbert, Harvard and Harvard
Law School.
'27 Eleanor Hopkins to Mr. Julian
Danford Anthony, Wesleyan Univer-
sity, '28.
'31 Lee Selden Howe to Charles
Chalmers MacLean, Jr., Yale, '28, Har-
MARRIAGES
'26 Elizabeth Dean Bennett to Mr.
Austin Stevenson Phillips, September
25. Address: Richmond Hill, N. Y.
'27 Evelyn Moss to Mr. Ross Wil-
kins, Jr., September 26, in Lynn, Mass.
'27 Eleanor Burill Green to Mr.
John Huber Roberts, September 19, in
Indianapolis. Address: 2131 Delaware
St. Indianapolis.
'28 Helen Burd Dickson to Mr.
Howard Brettel Ware, September 25.
Address: 28 Mountain Road, Verona,
N. J.
'31 Auguste Sachs to Mr. James
Frank, Jr., Yale ',28, September 26.
'31 Jean Langford to Lieut. Mitch-
ell Dudley Matthews, October 4.
'26 To Gizella Bokor Herz, a
daughter, Suzanne, September 5.
'30 To Helen Spencer Svirsky, a
daughter, Marcia, March 22.
COLLEGE NOTES
ENGAGEMENTS
'32 Beatrice Joan Hofman to Mr
Sidney A. Hessel, Harvard, '28, Har-
vard Business, '30.
'32 Mary Harwood Lyman to Mr
Robert H. Morey. Brown, '31, of Can-
andaiuga, N. Y.
Mile. Suzanne Monnier, formerly of
the French Department, to M. Maurice
Loing. at Macon, France, on August 4.
HILLYER DESCRIBES
ART OF AMY LOWELL
On Monday, October 5, at Billings
Hall, Mr. Robert Hillyer inaugurated
the series of Poets' Readings by a c
cussion of the art and personality
Amy Lowell. Mr. Hillyer was v
qualified for this lecture both by
position as one of our most dist
guished American poets and by
former friendship with Miss Lowe
He began by a description of
the personality of Amy Lowell, which
in itself was so vigorous thi
has been declared that like Si
Johnson she will live for the future
because of her personality, not be-
cause of any poetry which she has pro-
duced. The latter half of this state-
ment Mr. Hillyer strenuously denie
To the public Miss Lowell presented
personality which she exploited to tl
utmost. She smoked cigars, turnt
night into day and in other ways It
a most astounding life. But Mr. Hil
yer senses behind this vigorous swast
buckling figure a lonely and emotior
al side which she did not allow to a[
pear to the public until her very la;
poems. Miss Lowe
personal meetings, was very witty,
that it was most difficult to follow.
As a poet Miss Lowell was a prolific
experimenter. After her first volume,
Dome of Mamy-Colored Glass, was
published in 1922 she became a mem-
ber of the Imagist movement which
developed in the years 1913-1914. Like
them she believed in freshening the
vocabulary with concrete images and
in using any form of verse which
would fit the idea. But to Amy Low-
verse," verse whose regular punctua-
verse. From this exper
Miss Lowell became interested
French poetry and attempted >o
polyphonic prose. This form, he
to Japanese poetry; notably to a fo
which consisted of three lines, the fi
having five, the second seven and '
last five syllables. These three li:
were mere symbols while the full po
writes itself in the imagination of
reader. Yet Miss Lowell might
regular forms
and so prolific tr.
satisfy her.
In Miss Lowell's
he transfers her own personality to
le character in the poem giving it
-eat dramatic reality and succeeding
i making the past live in the present.
that she speaks of her own self. It is
in this phase that she becomes sym-
bolistic rather than imagistic. She
is not a mystic, but she uses the lan-
guage of mysticism.
Mr. Hillyer concluded his lecture by
the reading of several of Miss Low-
ell's poems, culminating in Lilacs.
Mr.
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
WeUesley Sq. Phone 1901-1900
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATH
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
Waban Block Tel. Wei. 0300-W
STOP AND STEP
into the Green Gate Tea Room
Auburndale 2120 Com. Ave.
Cheese Dreams with Tea or Coffee 35f
Chicken Dinner—6 to 7 S1.25









Week of October 12
Constants Bennett a
Eric Von Stroheim in
"Viennese Nights" First Mon.
with Vi.ienne Segal and Alexander Gray
Flip the Frog Paramount News
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
"Secrets of a Secretary"
with Claudette Colbert
RETURN CHECKS, good lor an ad-
would appreciate the reti
books lent last year





Syd Lee Gift Shop
Special 20' , Discount
Unusual Jewelry
Vresto, Change !
and this Pocket Pen becomes a Tapered Desk Pen




Saves you $ 5 to $!G
The Parker Duofold is like two pens
for the price of one. Attaching a ta-
pered pen-end converts this Pocket
Pen into a Desk Set Pen—removing
the taper restores it to a Pocket Pen.
Thus, ifyou get a Parker Pocket Pen,
all you need to have a complete Desk
Set is a Parker ball-and-socket Desk
Base to hold the Pen, at $2.50 and up-
ward.You need not buy a special desk
pen. Thus Parker Duofolds double-
duty feature saves you $5 to $10.
Twenty-five thousand Parker dealers
throughout the United States are now
demonstrating this, and giving away five
hundred thousand pen tapers, so that
Parker Pen buyers can have two pens in
one. This gift offer ends Nov. 15—sooner
if all free tapers are gone.
But until that time, every purchaser
of a Parker Duofold Pen will receive
a pen taper free, whether he buys a Desk
Base or not! There's a Parker dealer near
your college. Stop in and see this dem-
onstration before this offer expires.
Special to Parker Pen Owners: Dealers
will also give you the Taper FREE,
so you can convert the pen you have,
if you get a Parker Desk Base. The
Parker Pen Company, Janesville, Wis.
'Parker'Diiq/b/d
PEN GUARANTEED FOR LIFE . '5 . '7 » M0
Other Parker Pirn, $2.75 to $3-50; Paxils K match them all, $2 n $5
Dak Bate— withoutpen—but inelujeng taper, $2.50 and up &
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
llll HMIAI, OCTOBER 8, 1931
HELEN LOBBETT,
Lll.Hr VS I'OKTl'R, y
ALKKECHI. IMS
I.KE M.M>1M,\.
On Hats And Other Things
We quite
11 Wellesley
e attended the C.G.-C.A.
the first Saturday of the
We stood in one end of
i and looked at the eight
girls milling about, and




Id have had the
if they had. we would think they mu
be rather serious-minded, or rathi
disagreeable, or deliberately trying
be different, or something of that soi
burdened pride, and awaits
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All .contribution.
must be signed w




will be used ij the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statement:; in this column.
Contributions should be in the




sell. "And that is a Short
Trade and Industry during
the 19th and early 20th centuries."
If a man looks on his apples as
things to eat, he will not want. But
if he looks on them as things to sell.
there are complications. He will pro-
duce enough for the whole world's
trade, he will not be able to sell them,
and he will be reduced to his starting
point: eating his own apples. In other
words, the disadvantages arise from
buying and selling, not from produc-
seems that we have taken what the
ancient philosophers called the Good
and translated it as the Goods. In
the modern idea of the Creation, Goa
did not look on created things to see
that they were good. No, he would
only see the Goods. "All the flowers
and birds would be ticketed with their
reduced prices, with all the morning
stars making sky-signs together, ana
the all the sons of God shouting for jobs."
To the Wellesley College News:
What has happened to the Monday
morning current event talks, and
this year? Certainly
the college is vitally
rent events, especially
we are passing through now. In
hurried life it is hard to read
papers well enough to get much
than a superficial smattering of
portant items. A summary of these
| apPies off his own tree, that ha
events every Monday morning given our rum _
faculty member[ Yet traders are a necessity,
knowledge and I ldeal state is one in wnich they
Perhaps, hereto- tne minority. There is a limit
sen sufficient in-
] number of app ies a man may e
there is no limit to the num
In our mother's day 'twas taught.
But today the key is one
word. It is de-pres-si-on.
After wandering up and down,
through the campus, into town,




the present realization of the critical apples
period we are experiencing surely the I ne S(X
would be increased. ous .
Louise Canfield, '32 I
turns
The result Is that
"pushing, dexter-
salesman, ana
the whole world upside down."
C. A^NOTICE
(Continued From Page 1, C
able gloom below,
difficulties seem to
a realize that the
seen with a cold
college organization, we ho
signments and a measly rollcall. What ,
c;u]se the college wants it and
Not for the world would we suggest can be s°
hopeless about that thought?
! hM tQ offel. Jf ,t ^ n0( . m
that anyone should not wear a Eu- And so it goes, until we become so i place you feel that it should
genie or a near-Eugenie hat—although hardened by plaints for sympathy and giving what the college wist
that they are not all stories automatically enlarged upon to j should be most appreciative
tricked us, the idea that things are
to be judged by price and not by
value. We buy things only because
they can be sold again at a higher
our name and purpose, something price . And all the methods of high-
very definite would be lost. Please un- pressure salesmanship, all the adora-
derstand. then, that nothing we have tion of the great god Trade, has in-
formulated would in any way ex- volved us in a society
elude you from our fellowship. aD ie as a sea , and as treacherous
The Christian Association exists as qU jCKsand."
REPORTER INQUIRES
equally becoming everyone. No,
said for Eugenie hats, feather
But we do not understand 1
and we do not understand a great I the saim
many other things. Why, for in- in ever;
stance, do women deliberately cripple eagerly 1





-actually, three long times, and
quizzes in that would
subjects, and hour roll calls Association.
ibout it. Criticisms ;
e very welcome at
doubt you have m
e very helpful to
Feel perfectly free
lem to walk—when they do
|
all—like a giraffe? Why
wear skirts above the knee c
, and, trailing < floor a year
sport of matching
becoming much t











.-. Page 1, Col.
Around, around, the women mill.
Their shrill voices too soon fill
the vast hall. Sounds repercussing!
Good Lord, Barn Reception's crushing
Up at Alum the Sophomore smoked
played a hand, did not revoke.
With old Luther she agreed;
for her Bible faith she'd need.
Mary and Polly argued long
which could sing the sadder song.
Mary had to pay a bill;
but Polly took requir'd Phil.
In the Libe a Junior stormed.
To her lips the words half-formed
leapt with fury, were not uttered.
R. and S. was passed, she stuttered!
Caps and gowns are but a dream.
Senior honors always seem
to lie ahead. Till with sharp dart
comes reality. Senior Art.
SWEET QUARANTINE
When Adonais came to school
And found he couldn't leave.
He cursed the beastly quarantine
He go shopping,
Despite depression woes.
He yearned for new galoehee
To plow the coming snows.
He ached to do the romba
rooms is by the book-case. Freshmen ' UpQn & polished floori
year finds perhaps five text books,
| Tq smoke and sip a cup of
virginal and stiff, the Manual of Prac- And then t0 smoke some mo
tical Hygiene, a dictionary, perhaps . ^^ ^.^ Qf ^ yea
Appeared and were not seer
;:,i:vho'A\
would welcome you i
aoie io ao wie
, with best wishes th
even more obvi-
| a great deal out of t
xpressly for the I Christian Association Llamlv
We !
selves over and create our dress to
possess beauty in its suitability and its j
fitness for us. We should like a mode
of dress that is not merely ornamen-
\
tal, but useful.
Down With Sob Sisters
We have gnashed the editorial tee
vain, we have clashed a weary r
un upon our faithful Coronas,
ive exhorted and urged. Must '
ntinue being exasperated? For c
We've always believed in
The reciprocity. For a long time
Worm now, as long as we can re-
Tunis member, these columns of. the
News have regularly contained
the students to con-
with courtesy toward
their professors, their house mothers,
their elected officers, their this, that,
d enlarging
i popular and too :
o the next per- I CHESTERTON VIEWS
begging pitifully! "ECONOMIC PICKLE*
nt to show
I
In an article in the October Forum
entitled Reflections On a Rotten
Apple, G. K. Chesterton has en-
deavored to get at the principles
which underlie that great topic which
is the topic of discussion in almost
every magazine and paper today: the
present Economic Pickle.
"Our age is the Nonsense Age," be-
gins Mi\ Chesterton. It is considered
absurd to believe that
scaled the sky. It is much more :
surd to believe that 57 beans mi
5. There is quite a difference betwi
the two absurdities, and yet our o'
our glorious reasonable age. is an ill
tiation of the more uur>';tMinab!-.'
work | —Untermeyer or Van Doren's. One
who had copies of Will
Duiant's History of Philosophy.
Sophomore year finds additions—
A
King James Bible with a red top and
marginal notes pointing the way to
J P D and E documents with some-
times W and Y, a copy of Troland's
Psychophi/siology jostles the Victorian
poets. Lamb's Essays and books of




The thought of losing Gaston
Gave him conniption fits.
He griped to all his fellows.
He talked to vent his spleen.
They all were quite vociferou
In hating quarantine.
approach with due
humility politeness a certa:
plaint about the quantities of papers in tne Ad Building, venturing I
and quizzes laid upon us, this is the Iorm our business there with
worst. We have just now commenced
j spect ^ the dignitaries; if evei
this merry jog of three months, and
j








tion languishes, or when the ebb of toing to raise .
interest is fearfully low. Then, ac- Please somebody
cording to the orthodox, is the mo- send them a mai
ment to begin the plaint. "I'm simply
j
we wouldn't trust
already with four papers
I cinity at the mow
indignant soiil-M.inehow
time "the orchards wither because
they prosper, and the very multitude
of apples on the apple tree of itself
_
;
turns them into forbidden fruit." The
_ !
paradox is perfectly true.
r
But to delve deeper with M>
,_| Chesterton: there is a third quantity
something which a paradox must al-
ways hide, lest it become no longei
a paradox. It is illustrated by the
When asked il razors weiv
shelf. Inrelegated to the botto
junior year one begins
general will be taken a
Browning opens at a new high while
Tennyson is suspended from the
boards. Senior year the book-case is
usually full—in fact one well-known
senior has three book-cases, two for
the benefit of Johnson's Dictionary
essentially.
The tendency in pictures seems to
range from photographs of friends
through a series of illustrated maps,
etchings of dogs to Japanese prints, or
no pictures at all. First year there is
a predominance of autographed pic-
if girls or a surprising concen-
of well-groomed males. In
year the males have narrowed
Le autographs
And all may freely leave.
The News Hound aites his f
And feels inclined o grieve.
wants to buv galoshes?
The sissies all wea • such.
And lunches at th Copley
quite a bit to much.
The movies aren't exciting;
They're very tame of late.
And who can do the romba
Without a dancing i
A SOPHOMORE IN TOWER
ribute them
M.i:;in.'ln Parish siiuly i
during the four year
impartially allows such idiosyncracie
as three or more tooth brushes, a col
lection of daggers, or a too stou
Buddha.
But from chewing.
AuO d.'cioV they may have been
Expected for Tower's dinner,
And your housemates do withou







PLYMOUTH—As You Desire Me
SHUBERT—The Wonder Bar
TREMONT — Stratford - Upon
Avon Players
WILBUR—Five Star Final
AS YOU DESIRE ME
, ".4s You Desire Me," the opening
presentation of the Professional Play-
ers at the Plymouth, should prove
startling and beautiful enough to I
arouse even Bostonians to enthusiasm.
:
Luigi Pirandello is its author and
Judith Anderson, of Strange Interlude
memories, its chief performer. For
strangeness and enigma of theme it
rivals Death Takes a Holiday. And
throughout the three acts Pirandello
succeeds adjnirably in avoiding the
pitfalls of the superficial and the com-
Miss Anderson dominates the per-
formance. She storms through the
first
Viennese writer.
At Salter's house she is found by
Boffi. artist and gentleman, who claims
her as the lost Lucia, wife of his best
friend, missing for the past ten years,
thought to have been stolen by Aus-
trian soldiers invading her home.
This unknown woman resists return-
ing; vows that she cannot remember
being Lucia; asserts that she is now
pure animal. "Something happened,"
she says, "and blew away my soul."
The decision she has to make at
this point and the experiences she
passes through form, the remainder of
the play. It is well named for only
as men desire her do they get her.
Delightful touches are done by
Teresa Dale as Lena and Harold
Vizard as Salesio. They portray sym-
pathetically an old man and his wife
genuinely devoted to one another but
eternally quarreling. Bruno Pieri, a
mediocre character, is done in a con-
vincingly colorless way by Russell
tionally exhausting part make it un-
expected and worth while. Boston
rarely suffers from an overdose of
good plays. It is a joy and a pleasure
to be able to recommend this as one
H. M. G., '32
It is certain that Barn's first offer-
ing of the year pleased not only the
members of 1935 who watched The
Step-Mother with expectation and in-
terest, but also various of the big sis-
ters and upper classmen who were
among the audience. Barn's reception
play is always, by necessity, a less fin-
ished performance than anything else
which is produced during the year,
and often it is presented in a dis-
tressingly rough fashion. But The
Step-Mother, Arnold Bennett's one-act
satire which was given on Saturday
evening, October 3rd, seemed to lack
most of the disconcerting signs of a
hurried production.
The lines, while neither particularly
clever or amusing, were given with
the assurance and snap required of
them. Lillian Libman's very compe-
tent acting in the part of Christine
was made doubly effective by her swift
nasal tones; and her stage poise is a
gratifying thing to watch. Janet
Rosenthal, in the part of Mrs. Prout,
was most languidly decorative, and
acted her part with all the tempera-
ment required. In the two masculine
roles there was a pleasant contrast,
very well brought out. Carol Mather
as Dr. Gardner was most pleasantly
spry, and Adrian, as interpreted by
Marian Johnson, made a success
WELL
convincing youth. Yet it Is to be re- '
gretted that in the matter of size,;
the illusion produced by girls in men's
;
clothes could not have been carried i
tower over their respective opposites
j
was a trifle odd.
The lighting was very well done.'
and the scenery and properties, while,
not startling, were adequate. The!
make-up was so well done that one
barely noticed it. All hi all, Barn is
to be congratulated upon her unusu-
ally fine beginning to the year's work.
J
The planning and foresight which
j
made the production so smooth tech-
nically should interest freshmen to!
try out. not only for the direct acting.
|
but also for the very important work
to be done backstage.
/. G. W., '32
vermont poet will
soon give reading;
i Continued From Page 1, Col. 5) I












sight of mountains, the sound of the
wind, cloud, sun, or 'the day-moon
rising,' are chiefly characteristic of
the poet .... The general atmos-
phere of Miss Frost's poems is coolness,
coclness of blowing wind and running
Besides poetry, she has written and
had published a number of short
stories, of 'which her own opinion is
low; but her poetry has won the
praise of so fastidious a judge as Ed-
win Arlington Robinson.
The reading will
hour, day. and plac





The following article is taken from
an editorial in the Boston Transcript
of October 6.
Old World and the New is still further
"redressed" by the passing of the ab-
solutely priceless collection of Henry
Clay Prick, with the mansion on East
Seventieth Street, New York, which
contains it, to the trustees of the
foundation which is to administer the
bequest "for the use and benefit of all
persons whomsoever." Under the
terms of the will the museum for
which Mr. Prick's will provided will
keep his priceless collection intact, as
a separate establishment. It was evi-
dently the testator's belief that the
benefits of such assemblages of the
world's masterpieces in art are often
best assured by a distribution in their
housing—assuming, naturally, that the
great public museums, such as the
Metropolitan, the Boston Museum of
Pine Arts, those at Washington and
several others, are well provided with
under the
a board which includes Mr. John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., Secretary Andrew
Mellon and other well-known figures.
are idle, if not derisory. Here are
some of the most famous works of
Rembrandt, of Titian, of Bellini, of
Bronzino, of Vermeer, of Franz Hals,
o! Rubens, of Van Dyck, of Velas-
quez, one of El Greco, and of many
other great masters. Individual pic-
tures among these easily run up in
value to the millions. No private col-
lection has ever been made, probably,
with more care for authenticity and
for representative character than this.
Each picture has a history, and each
is a potent lesson. Nor does the col-
immense possessions for its future in-
fluence, for It :
of S15,000,000
which may be used for its further en-
richment.
It is a matter for congratulation in
The Perfect Roommate
A jrrmving plant . . . never





a dull dark day. All it begs
is a little water, and then




Early Symphony Hall Events
BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Dr. Serce Koussevitzky, Conductor
Friday Concerts begin Oct. 9 Monday Concerts begin Nov. 9
Saturday Concerts beg-in Oct. 10 Tuesday Concerts begin Nov. 24
Recitals
Fritz Kkeisler, Oct. 11 Sergei Rachm,
Don Cossacks, Oct. 25 John McCorn
Lily Pons, November 10
Special A ttractions
broad spirit of the giver, that this
weet running
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Lifetime Pen
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JUST touch this point to paper— it's like a self-starter for
your thoughts, with the smooth, free power to flash them
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point.
And it costs three times as much to apply the specially
pure iridium SheafFer's way—in one solid piece, so that
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ing surface.
Back of the point SheafFer's streamline Balance" chassis
conforms itself restfully to your hand— assures relaxed
writing ease for your fingers no matterhow long the theme.
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WELLES LEY COLLEGE NEW!
Not since the publication of Jo.
Godden, has Sheila Kay< -Smiih
ten as fine a novel as the one n
Susan Spray. Selected in September
book has been highly praised by the
best critics both for its style and for
Like the central figure of Joanna
Godden. the important character in
Miss Smith's new novel is a woman
whose personality dominates all with
ccmbination of two singularly un-
like extremes, religious fanaticism and
human passion. Such a mixture, as
one could easily imagine, is not a
happy one and makes Susan's exist-
ence tempestuous. Prom reading holy
scure sect in rural England, he
ligious feeling is aroused and c
her on the one hand to magnificent
dreams of a new Temple where she
is to be the "teacher of righteousness."
On the other hand her more human
emotions are never still; they drive her
from one unfortunate affair and mar-
riage to another. As independent as
any man, although she lives in an era
of Victorian feminism, Susan lets one
force and then the other dominate her
life. Thus she is never unexciting or
dull, but rather startling in her move-
n this amazing figure that
the book, Miss Smith has
created in Susan Spray a number of
characters of minor importance from
the point of view of story but not of
minor value from that of literature.
Each of Susan's three husbands figure
here. First there is the uncouth
Strudwick with the strength of a giant
of
there is the dashing Clarabut with his
mocking, teasing laughter; and finally,
the more decorous Pell with his spirit-
are all those charming people whom
Miss Smith has drawn from the rural
England of this period, and who give
background and color to the story.
not lie altogether in the direction of
character study, but also in that of
modern English style. In this novel
Miss Smith has combined simple nar-
cription, weaving "
expressions. Thus the story
swiftly and easily, giving the
for a time the refreshing vision
ow-crowned meadows," and for
2, the more thrilling one of a
NEW LIBRARY HOLDS
SHAKESPEARE BOOKS
Prom the New York Times, Sunday.
October 4.
Even in its uncompleted state the
Polger Shakespeare Library, intended
primarily as a resort of scholars and
bibliophiles, and built to house one of
the rarest collections of Shakespear-
eana in the world, is potentially also
one of the chief foci of general human
interest in all Washington. In archi-
tecture, in genesis, and even in present
fact, it
bridge between the world of literary
scholarship and the ordinary Amer-
ican man of affairs.
To the confounding of the Babbitt
tradition, Henry Clay Folger, one of
the outstanding captains of industry
in the United States, lived to the pros-
perous end of his days in a modest,
old-fashioned brick house in an ob-
scure Brooklyn block, while he en-
the results of his literary avocation
for the benefit of his countrymen. His






represent not only his own selection
lifetime of study
Had he lived to
see the library completed, a room was
to have been set apart as his personal
Moreover, Mr. Folger arranged to
have his collection displayed in such
a way that it should serve not only,
as he said, as "a very fine kit of tools
for the study of Shakespeare," by
scholars like himself, but also as a de-
light and allurement to the layman.
To this end the building has been cun-
ningly adapted. Outwardly, on its
distinguished site behind the Congres-
sional Library and across from the
proposed Supreme Court Building, it
fits smoothly into the national scene.
Inwardly it is a part of Elizabethan
England. Thus in actual architec-
tural fact it is a bridge from one civili-
zation, or perhaps more accurately
This bold experiment of erecting
building with a medieval interior an
ri ...-: r-.i-
the government buildings round about
was not undertaken without some
A second problem was to design an
exterior which should be sufficiently
classic in flavor without using the fa-
miliar forms heretofore always con-
The quiet Georgia marble facades,
as Mr. Cret has built them, are broken
only by balconies and long, silver-
grilled, modern istically designed win-
dows, below which along the front are
ultimately to be nine bas-reliefs by
John Gregory of New York, each illus-
trating a Shakespearean play. Of
showing Macbeth with the three
witches and their caldron, and the
other King Lear with the cowering
fool and the Earl of Kent in the
lightning storm on the heath. Three
other tragedies are to be represented—
Hamlet, Julius Caesar and Romeo
and Juliet; while the comedies A
Midsummer Night's Dream, The Mer-
chant of Venice and The Merry Wives
o/ Windsor, with the historical play
Richard the Third, make up the
quota. All these bas-reliefs, placed
near the base of the building, above a
marble terrace, will be on a level to
arrest the eye of the passer-by.
Above the windows, where a frieze
might more conventionally be expected,
are only three inscriptions. One from
Samuel Johnson balances these apt
lines, Iruni diww. peaie." fr:end Ben
without a
tombe, and art alive still, while thy
book doth live, and we home wits
to read, and praise to give.
In the centre, most appropriately of
all, perhaps, are the words of Shakes-
peare's two fellow-players, John Hem-
inge and Henrie Condell. To them he
left money to buy mourning rings, and
they discharged their debt of affection
to him by publishing the first folio edi-
tion of his plays, copies of which are
among the chief treasures of the Folger
collection. Their tribute runs:
His wtt can no more lie hid than
it could be lost. Reads him there-
fore; and againe, and againe.
Masks of comedy and tragedy are
set over the entrances at either end of
the front facade. And the corners and
sides of the building are planted thick
with yew, in formal garden fashion,
framing, on the capitol side, a foun-
tain with a statue of Puck modeled by
Miss Brenda Putnam of New York. The
yew was in deference to Elizabethan





would cry out from the
"More yew! More yew!"
Within the library the arrangement
the design of the facade. The long
central portion is given over to the
stately main halls—exhibition gallery
and reading room—while the two end
entrances, though of course admitting
also to these halls, open directly on
separate wings. In one of these is the
Shakespearean theatre, which to the
public will doubtless be the library's
chief charm; the other houses admin-
istration offices, reception and private
The exhibition gallery, with its com-
paratively severe paneling of the early
English Renaissance, is designed as a
kind of gradual transition from the
FOR SALE
MRS. JOHNSON
Choice potted plants, ferns, ivies,












THE ARCADE CENTRAL ST.
which will lie, on permanent display,
the chief treasures of the Folger col-
lection. And from this hall one may
look upon the favored scholars who
will one day labor in the reading room.
That, of course, is the library's true
Elizabethan heart—a balconied Eng-
lish hall where students may gather
about the mammoth fireplace in me-
AMERICAN ANTIQUES-'THE PACKET"
9 Grove St., Wellesley
A Summer Shop—from Brewster, Cape Cod
MORE THAN A QUARTER CENTURY
has passed since the Wellesley National Bank first began
to serve the students of Wellesley College.
It is a source of great satisfaction to us that many
students continue to bank with us after graduation, a
striking testimonial to the quality of the service rend-
ered.
May not serve you also?









Out From Dreams and
Theories
Fielding, Jessica, Training, R. H,
Macy's, New York
Fowler, Helen, Studying Psychiatry,
Yale School of Nursing
Frank. Esther, Studying Art and Ger-
man, University of Cincinnati
Glicksman, Marjorie. Studying, Ger-
Selling, Lord &
ifere this 1
with Freeman and Norumbega.
When you have the opportunity to
register in your house for such a con-
ference, please do so promptly. Keep
your appointments. If it is impossible
to do so. send word to this office. If
scheduled, the Bureau will arrange a
special appointment.
WHAT HAS BECOME OF 1931?
The Personnel Bureau has received
reports from 204 of the 232 members
of the Class of 1931 who registered last
year. Those who have not yet sent
reports are urged to do so at once.
Acomb, Evelyn. Studying History, Co-
lumbia University
Alexander, Elizabeth. Studying, Child
Research Center, Washington, D. C.
Allan. Katharine (Mrs. H. S. Ford),
Apprentice, Beaver Country Day
School, Brookline, Massachusetts
Arnold, Ruth, Apprentice, University
Hill School, Syracuse, N. Y.
Atwood, Katharine, Bio-statistics,
Johns Hopkins
Bagenstose, Helen, Assistant, Psychol-
ogy Department, Wellesley College
Bakeman, Alice, Apprentice, School of







Bender, Louise, Apprentice, Beaver
Country Day School. Brookline,
Massachusetts
Benson. Dorothy, Hygiene Course.
Wellesley College
Bicknell. Barbara, Mathematics, Sci-
ence, Sea Pines, Brewster, Massa-
Bachfeldt, Emily, Assistant, Family
Welfare Association, Pittsburgh
Eloomfield, Catherine, Advertising,
Lord & Taylor, New York
Bockstahler, Alice, Latin, Tower Hill
School, Wilmington, Delaware
Brown, Katharine, Secretarial Course,
Moser Secretarial School
Bryan, Natalie, Physiological Chem-
ist, Presbyterian Hospital, New York
1 Bunker, Elizabeth, Social Service, To-
Burton, Sheila, Elementary Grades,
Goldschmidt, Maria:
Taylor, New York
Granger, Mary Elizabeth, Assistant,
Rye Country Day School, Rye, New
York
Gribbon, Nancy. Secretarial Course,
Miller Institute
Grosby. Beatrice, Secretarial Course,
New York
Grossman, Lucy, Studying Education,
Wellesley College and Page Memo-
rial Kindergarten
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Trinity Church at
between the por-
traits of the library's founders. Op-
posite is a great Gothic stained-glass
window, with stone tracery similar to
that in Trinity Church. Its glass—
the Stratford original having been de-
stroyed—depicts in modern version
the seven ages of man as described in
"As You Like It." From the "mew-
ling and puking" babe to the "last
scene of all," the figures stand in as-
cending and descending sequence, with
the soldier "bearded like the pard"
high in the central panel.
Beneath and around all these Eliza-
bethan properties are the efficient de-
vices of a more modern age—vast
steel vaults with intricate combina-
tions, where the most valuable books
and manuscripts will be locked away,
as well as steel stacks and open shelves
lor the 20,000 books to which students
will have free access. All in all, then
are already 70,000 volumes by anc
about Shakespeare and the Elizabeth
ans in the Folger collection, and tin
library is built to accommodate even-
that
Park School. Ma si
Byington, Jean, Studying, University
of Florence
Cavis, Muriel, Training, Family Wel-
fare Society, Boston
Chapman, Virginia, Apprentice, Wayn-
flete School, Portland, Maine
Clark, Marjorie. Laboratory Techni-
cian, Presbyterian Hospital, New
Clarke, Harriet,
Washington School for Secretaries
Cooper, Alice. Business Course, Uni-
versity of Minnesota
Cousens, Olive, Studying French, Co-
lumbia University
Cox, Beatrice, Library Course, Colum-
bia University
Craig, Ruth, Studying French, Colum-
bia University
Davis, Marion, Assistant, Katherine
Gibbs School. Boston
Dixon, Elizabeth, English and Civics.
High School, Rockville, Connecticut
Dudley, Josephine, Assistant, Depart-
ment of Zoology, Mt. Holyoke Col-
Dun
Dunnick, Martha. Kincieix'a:
Merryheart School, Columbus, Ohio
Eberth. Shirley, Clerk, Yale Board of
Even, Beryl, Secretarial Course, i
School, New York




plays. Of 1 first :
; of the Shakespear
his friends, Heminge and Condell, ir
1623, the library already owns the sur-
prising total of seventy-nine of th«
200 known existing copies. And one ol
these is the perfectly preserved copy
formerly owned by the Baroness Bur-
dett-Coutts, for which Queen Victoria
gave her a special casket. Anothei
of nine plays in quarto, published ir
1619, for which Mr. Folger is reputed
to have paid $100,000.
Copies with marginal notes penciled
by famous readers form a whole divi-
sion by themselves—Charles Lamb';
copy, for instance, S. T. Coleridge's
Mrs. Siddon's, George Washington's
John Adams's and Abraham Lincoln's
Letters about Shakespeare from vari-
ous authors ranging from Goethe anc
Voltaire to the Brownings and play-
bills and costumes of Shakespearean
r.ctors from Macready to E. H. Sothern
there is even an assemblage of au-
thentic Elizabethan musical instru-
ments—clavichord, lute, virginals and
But most popular probably of all
the objects of this vast expenditure,
and most far-reaching in its influence,
will be the glamorous little theatre
in the library's east wing, which re-
produces the stage of Shakespeare's
time. Here, it is expected, his plays
will be given by famous modern actors
ilar to those for
colored lights throws at will the hues
j
of sunset or of moonrise upon any
|
part of the triple stage. But these are i
mere irrelevant details, accepted with-
j
out question by the modern observer. |
Once one is inside, indeed, one rather I
expects plumed gentlemen in the bal-
conies and even the beruffed Queen
|
herself, perhaps, slyly amused in heri
CALLS DEPRESSION
DANGER TO SCHOOLS
From the New York Times:
Despite universal public
America could not find h
the cause or cure for the present de-
pression, Dr. Paul Klapper, dean of
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
iban Block Wellesley Sq
Tel. Wei. -W
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A
DENTIST
Colonial BIdg. Wei. 1212-1
FVTVVTVVVTf¥?¥???
City of New
P!oloim;iUon of the depression pe-
riod would, however, unquestionably
retard the progress of research and
practice throughout the
although the development of
theory would be corre-

















l Full Line of Drugs
and Cosmetics
Free Deliveries
I Anywhere Any Time
I
Tel. Wei. 1093 or 1437
a product of existing
harged with the func-
tion of rationalizing and perpetuating
the society that supports it. How-
ever progressive the teacher and how-
ever free and unfettered the school,
they nevertheless seek to justify what
is, and to set forth all that we leave
as a heritage to the succeeding gen-
The collapse
eral decline of business, has caused,
in his opinion, a change of interest
among students of high school and
college grade, with trade and voca-
tional training assuming new dignity,
so that a need has developed for more
teachers in those subjects.
"Economic unrest," Dr. Klapper
pointed out, "has brought to many
the realization that white-collar posi-
tions would provide no permanent
anchor in life. The standardization of
ally superfluous, advertising now
serving that end. Men who once have
scorned such occupation today feel
that bricklayi:






However this may be, the theatre
itself will doubtless be a cynosure of
library visitors. From its simple foyer
of the mellow Lorraine stone that is
said to harden with time, one steps
into its cunningly antiqued, carved
believe that
larch of social events, even
retofore ft has invariably
To place education in the
of progress, threefold de-
of social effectiveness, extension of
knowledge and openmindedness. Un-
til this occurs the world cannot hope
for relief through its schools, he con-
CAMPUS CRIER
{Continued From Page 1, Col.
The speaker at the Houghton Memo-
rial Chapel on Sunday, October 11
will be Dr. Robert R. Wicks, Dean o:
the University Chapel, Princeton.
Mi.ss Fiances Frost of Vermont wil
give the second Poets' Reading oi
Monday, October 12, at 4:40 P. M., h
Billings Hall.
BLUE LETTER NEWS
From the Intercollegiate Press Blue
Scientists at Perkins Observatory at
Ohio Wesleyan University hope that
before the Solar eclipse visits this part
of the country next year they will
painted pit—back nto the Mid- have ready for use the ma
Ages. To be sure, one does not inch mirror, the third lar
e to stand. There ai e long benches world, now being installed




The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is based upon
" WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATI. '\'AL—
"Supreme Authority." Here is a





This week we are featuring
the sports fashion success
of the Autumn season
!
2 Pc. Suede and
Corduroy Suit
$16.50
Gross' peach tan suede
jacket has the 1931
silhouette, shorter
than last year's and
bloused above a wide
waistband. Gored cor-
skii
1 1 row i
GROSS STRAUSS












an article ill the New York Times
James Truslow Adams.
Why do people drink? Why, flying
in the face of Federal laws and the
Constitution, do they insist upon
drinking beer, spirits, or wine when
there is ample ice wa
erable forms of soft a]
can be had for only tv.
the price of a good, cold, honest glass
of beer in the old days?
The hackneyed Latin epigram
translated into English in tl
the Puritans, gives us a hi
needs, however, elaboration):
;/ on my theme I rightly think,
There are five reasons why men drink
Good wine, a friend, because I'm dry
Or lest I should be bi/ and by.
Or any other reason why.
stand why Americans insist upoi
drinking without considering why al
men like to drink. There are specif!
conditions of individual life for even
a few moments, to take the edge off
too sharp a trouble, to brighten too
dull an existence. As the Bible says:
"Give strong drink unto him that is
ready to perish, and wine unto those
that be of heavy heart. Let him
drink and forget his poverty, and re-
member his poverty
of gettirmoderation
drunk. It is 1
order to get the benefit of drink as
escape, and its usefulness for that pur-
se has been generally accepted by
en everywhere and in all periods.
But drinking has also played a
great part in bringing men together
friendly intercourse, and for sound
sons, not from mere perniciousness.
may be recalled that the first
miracle recorded in the Bible as being
performed by Christ, at his mother's
st, was that of turning the water
wine at the marriage feast of
Cana. Why have people always had
when they have gathered to-
gether in social life, such as dinners
celebrations, where it is desired to
1Ve all contribute to the general
nse of friendliness and happiness?
Part of the reason is the same as
[at behind putting on clothes dif-
rent from our workaday ones. We
ant to make a break with our routine
preoccupations and surrender our-
selves to the receiving and giving or
pleasure in concert. Just as a glass
or two of wine may afford the escape
spoken of earlier, so it helps to merge
the personal being into the social one
by making him forget what has been
filling his mind, on the one hand, and
on the other, by removing the inhibi-
tions of ultra-shyness, or of personal
preoccupations, and allowing him to
talk and contribute his share to the
generalj conversation and pleasure.
For many it is precisely like the hand-
cap in golf: it allows the poor player
to be in the game after all.
dltions in its wish to protest against
t it considers a stupid and danger-
attempt to reduce the level of so-
life and of personal habits to
e of the narrowest on Main
ThcM' oldsters have no wish for
old saloon and may never have
in one in their lives, but they feel
Tightness of all the unive
They feel
iason why they
should suddenly give up what they
consider has been sanctioned by the
ages in legitimate personal and social
j
pleasures than that they should be
called upon by law to take all the
pictures off their walls and live in bare
They take no stock in i
nonsense talked by the prohibitionists
about the harm done to body or brain
by even the moderate use of alcohol,
recalling that practicaUy every great
man of physical, intellectual or spirit-
ual energy from the beginning has
drunk in moderation at least—Christ,
Socrates, Caesar, Shakespeare, Goethe,
Washington, Jefferson; practically
every one who has done anything for




sitting down in a room where there
was nothing on the walls but bare
white plaster. The wine not only
takes off the rough edges of shyness
among strangers, and lets the talk
flow more easily and genially, but as
a rule it stimulates both thought and
imagination, and many an idea or
image flows from a glass of Cham-
bertin or Veuve Clicquot that would
never have emerged uncongealed from
With the love and use of good wine,
and its social function, has come the
art of drinking—for right drinking is
an art that calls for the taste and
knowledge of the connoisseur. There
are of painting or poetry, and there
is no reason why we should delight
the eye and ear and starve the palate.
The cultivated man will wish to touch
iniverse through everv sense and
andd sgust with w oat they believe un-
warranted interfe •ence with their
"mil "knottier eason why many
drink today as a result of prohibition
is soc al pressure. and this is felt in
both the younger and the older gen-
n. Most boy s and girls do not
really care much about drink—certain-
ly no for whisky. They would never
ime forbidden fruit. But
ire always specially subject
not being like others. We
much torture a boy at
be put through by his
a necktie which is a shade off what
is thought right. A considerable
number of the youngsters having





daily and nightly to
"take <
off" what is troubling us, speeding at
seventy miles an hour in a car tc
make us forget all else, reading fiction
biography, or what not to lift us out
of our petty surroundings.
Wine or other drink can quite ob-
viously be used in excess for the pur-
pose, just as can other means of
escape, but that has nothing to do
with its use in moderation. "Good
used," as Shakespeare says, and every-
thing may be ill used, even preaching
and reforming. Excess is bad in all
things. A woman may become so ad-
dicted to the movies in the morning
as to neglect her house and her chil-
with ever finer
buys vintages for
thought of the s
to give from tht
and with the c
what one has ar
These, then, hav>
what I have called I
sons for drinking, reasons which !
always been held valid, except by
occasional reformers of the past :
and which have been sufficient tc
count for why people drink in
times and places where there wa
prohibition of drinking. Let us
some extent hold sway in Am
since prohibition.
years, suddenly denied to us all. The
is in itself one of the reasons why
people drink, The extra flavor of
romance, adventure, of doing some-
thing daring, accounts unquestionably
for most of the hip-pocket flasks
among the very young. People have
always enjoyed drink. All literature
is full of its praises. Every genera-
thousands of
able
l theuntil this last. "Why," they ask
words of old Abraham Cowley
"Should every creature drink but I?
Why, man of morals, tell me why?"
and they proceed to try to find out
for themselves what may be the sweet-
ness of this forbidden thing which
would prefer not i
to drink do so only to "keep in" and
not be left out of all that is going on.;
A similar pressure has been brought
on the older generation. Before pro-
hibition, when one could get a drink i
anywhere at any time, one drank 01
not as one felt like it. Offered some-
1
thing at a dinner or party, one took;
table. In large sections of social life
that freedom has become changed into
coercion. Dinners where wine is
sei v -1 are so much more popular than
those wAere it is not that hosts ana
hostesses feel they must have it.
In the course of time the transition
period will give way to some sort of
settled basis. Either prohibition will
be enforced and be generally accepted,
which I do not believe, or the laws
will be repealed or left unobserved.
In either case the lure of forbidden
fruit and rage against reformers, who
will have slipped back into the his-
torical past, will cease to operate.
Also, in either case, the conscientious
objector, as we may call the drinker
who drinks as a serious constitutional
protest, will drink or not without
ing that motive in mind.
We still have a long way to i
reach either of these results, and
some settled basis satisfactory t
infinitely greater proportion of
people than the present one is to
either wets or drys is arrived at, the
specifically American reasons why
people drink will continue to move
them to do so. When, as I hope, we
shall some day have swung back to a
reasonable adjustment of the whole
problem in terms of civilized human
life, and got away from the present
complete brutalization of what should
be an art and a joy, we shall drink for
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Above discount does not apply to printing
The Biggest and Prettiest Assortment
We have ever offered
- - Come and see them - -
The line is so extensive many of our customers are mak-
ing evening appointments for quantity buying—
PENDLETON, INC. Next to Wellesley Inn
Educational, Interesting, Instructive BOOKS
Outstanding Value of Year
Your desire to possess the leading non-fiction books of
the year can now be realized at a drastic cut in former
prices. Books originally selling for $3.00 to $5.00 can
now be purchased at the low price of
$1.00
Among many of the interesting titles is
:
The Outline of History by H. G. Wells
omplete unabridged 1200 page book containing all maps,
,
diagrams, etc.
4,000,0(111 uen- sold ;il s:,.00 a copy
The Life of Pasteur by D. Vallery Radot
The most perfect man to entev into the kingdom of science and
lis story of heroism and courage.
A Book of Operas, Henry Edward Krehbiel
A veteran music critic discusses the plots, music, and history of
leventeen famous operas.
Four months afoot in Spain by Harris A. Franck
Edison: The Man and his Works by George S. Bryan
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